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“If I had to do it over again…”





*Anonymous responses

*Some are direct quotes, some have 
been paraphrased 



AKA… Do your homework 
and know what standard 

you’re being held to.

I never really paid attention to the 
regulations in the context of the research I 

was conducting, now I do.



It really does DEPEND!

Sometimes you just need to 
talk it out.



* Applies to new research you’re developing 
as well as issues that arise along once the 
study is underway

Without the whole story, we can’t 
give you the “whole” answer.



Type – A, anal-retentive, & a little 
OCD are good things.

From:  https://www.mattcutts.com/blog/top-5-signs-you-are-anal-retentive/



* Review, re-review and review again.
* Review with an external colleague. 
* And again with any revisions.
* And again when uncertainties arise.
* And again…

You can never know your protocol 
well enough.



* Investigator-Initiated:  Can you achieve your 
objectives?

* Enrolling Sites:  Can you hold up your end of 
the bargain… do you really want to hold up 
your end of the bargain?

Study feasibility assessments 
shouldn’t be taken lightly.





* First come, first serve

* Plan for plenty of review time at all stages in 
the process (**Continuing Review**)

* Advanced warning on urgent items are 
appreciated

Timing is everything & the early 
bird gets the worm.



* Simple studies = Minimum of 5 desks per 
review 

* Complex studies = 15+ desks per review

I never realized how much went 
on behind the scenes.



Keep track of where things are in 
the process.



35+ Different Board Members = 

35+ Different Opinions = 

Inevitable Inconsistencies

Now I understand (and have an 
appreciation for) some of the 

inconsistencies that used to frustrate me.



There’s a method to the madness 
with the so-called “nit picking”.



Never underestimate the need for 
proofreading.

Sloppiness doesn’t win you any 
friends.



* Speak up and ask questions!

We’re not perfect either.





* The board is not comprised of:

• Experts in every single 
field/niche

• Mind readers

* Remember the approval criteria!

Don’t assume anything.



I never thought about protocol & CRF 
development from a compliance 

standpoint, now I do.

Shameless Plug #1:
OHSP-QI Study Start-Up Consultations
(http://www.rochester.edu/ohsp/quality/studyStartupConsult.html)



Putting the work in up front, pays 
off… Never allow yourself to be 
pressed into enrolling a subject 
unless you’re fully prepared and 

know the study protocol.



* Drug, device accountability

* Randomization

* Stats

I shoulda asked for help more 
often.





“ The Principal Investigator is the individual 
who has full and final responsibility for the 

conduct of the research.” 

– OHSP Policy 901

The PI can never be involved 
too much.



There’s no such thing as a 
coordinator “in name only.”

We often ask our coordinators to help trainees stay 
out of trouble, but not do the regulatory work 

themselves.  This works only if the coordinator has 
the time to keep after the trainee and double-
check his/her work.  It doesn’t really lessen the 

coordinator time needed.



I did way too much hand holding.

Sometimes you just have to say 
NO (but do so with good reason).





Consent is really hard.
Writing a good consent forms are hard.  Good consent 
discussions are hard.  Assessing subject/parent 
understanding is hard.

Remembering the dictum that “consent is a process, 
not a form” helps. Knowing that unhurried discussion is 
perhaps the best-proven method of increasing 
understanding also helps.



Shameless Plug #2:
Seeking Consent:  When the Physician is also the Researcher

January 5th 4-5:30pm

The goal to achieve informed consent takes on 
a different significance in research compared to 

clinic care. It's not that health care providers 
don't want their patients informed but the 

difference is that no clinician would prescribe 
therapy without the believe of benefit for the 

person.





Document, Document, Document 
(& then document some more)!

Even though you think you have a good memory 
doesn’t mean when ‘on the spot’ you will be 
able to remember why you didn’t collect that 

data point, for example.



I shoulda realized the differences in 
regulatory file documentation for FDA vs. 

Non-FDA regulated research.



Sloppiness doesn’t 
win you any friends.



We can tell when you just 
“throw something together”.



We can also tell when you’re 
letting us “do the work”.

That’s. Not. Cool.



* PS.  Whatever “line” you’re feeding us, 
you’re expected to follow through on

* Thoughtful CAPAs (Corrective & 
Preventative Actions) are a MUST

We can also tell when you’re 
just feeding us a line.





Safety first, pride second…
Ask someone to look through your 

‘books’. Ultimately, it’s better to find 
things ‘inside’ than have an outsider 

point the problems out to you.



Don’t wait for an audit to have your 
regulatory paperwork in order.

Often a challenge is small, non-pharma studies, where 
no one makes you do it.  The “just-in-time”, pull-it-

together-when-you-need-it approach (that I have often 
practiced) ends up with you pulling out your hair.  

Necessary steps turn out never to have been taken, 
crucial documents turn up missing, etc.  The time up 

front is worth it later.



When it comes to non-
compliance, just be honest.



Pointing fingers get you nowhere.  
Own it & be proactive about fixing it.





Research is not an extension of clinical 
care.  Although it is hard to have one 

without the other and research is 
necessary to advance clinical care we 

must recognize that those who are 
excellent clinicians do not necessarily 

have the skills or education to do 
research.



No physician would be comfortable 
treating patients or performing 

procedures without extensive training 
and mentorship but often this is not the 
same when doing research procedures on 

these same people.



The ability to do clinical 
research is not a right but a 

privilege which should require 
evidence of competency.



You only know what you know.  
Continued training needs to be a 

priority.

KEEP

EDUCATING 

YOURSELF

K
E
Y




